GSA WebCenter Content Connector
Version 3.5.2
The GSA Connector by TEAM enables the Google Search Appliance
(GSA) to index and serve content stored in WebCenter Content.
With the connector, the algorithms that have been tuned with
billions of daily queries on google.com to deliver highly relevant
search results can also be applied to WebCenter Content.

Product Features


Applies WebCenter Content security
to search results using either early
binding or late binding in the GSA.



Supports ADSI, LDAP, and Basic
WebCenter Content authorization
schemes.



Tracks the changes to content items in
WebCenter Content and automatically
pushes the update or delete to the
GSA.



Full support of public and secure Site
Studio websites.



Includes an API for programmatically
searching the GSA from WebCenter
Content.



Enables full-text and metadata
indexing for WebCenter Content
documents by the GSA for over 200
different formats.



Provides a customizable indexing
threshold to increase or decrease the
indexing rate.



Includes simple administrative
interfaces in the GSA and WebCenter
Content for configuration.



Granular tracing available in
WebCenter Content to help with
trouble-shooting if issues arise.



Includes templates for displaying the
GSA search results inside the
WebCenter interface

Now with version 3.5.2, the GSA Connector by TEAM added more
functionality of the GSA within the WebCenter Content interface.
Now search efficiently with suggested searches, document previews,
dynamic navigation, and much more without leaving the WebCenter
Content interface.

Benefits
 Scalable and Redundant - Supports enterprise deployments that
include clustered environments with multiple GSA Connectors,
Google Search Appliances, and WebCenter Content instances.
 Simple and Productive – Key GSA features such as: dynamic
navigation, document preview, key match, query suggestions,
and automatic spell-check make searching fast and intuitive.
 Flexible Execution – Expose the GSA search in WebCenter
Content, WebCenter Portal, and other applications using the
included APIs.
 Federated Search - The GSA provides federated search results
for all your enterprise content sources including WebCenter
Content, Sites Studio websites, SharePoint, file systems, and
many others.

New Features in 3.5.2
 Integrated GSA suggestions (Type ahead), document previews,
dynamic navigation, and user added results features into the
WebCenter Content interface
 Advanced search template provided for searching across
metadata in the GSA from the WebCenter Content interface
 Added ECM action links to the GSA search results page in
WebCenter Content
 Easily override the WebCenter Content home page search and
quick search to perform searches against the GSA
 Support for 11.1.1.8 version of WebCenter Content
 Better support for WebCenter Content ACLs in the GSA

